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Main topics

1. Introduction. Why care about privacy? 

2. Digital profiles

3. The ethical perspective. Fairness, harm, autonomy

4. The free market perspective (economics)

5. The cognitive perspective (psychological)

6. The interactional perspective (sociological)

7. Role: Users. Curation & Privacy-enhancing tools

8. Role: Experts. Whistleblowing & Collective action

9. Role: Policymakers. GDPR & Single Digital Market



Take away – Course 1

• Why?
• Privacy is not cake: Tech is downgrading human autonomy 

• Why now? Emerging policies, investigations, NGO collective action

• Who cares?

• Sensemaking: Four perspectives
• Ethical | Free market | Cognitive | Interactional

• Taking action: Three roles 
• User | Expert | Policy-maker

• Privacy = choice in the new world order
• 4th Industrial Revolution

• Digital infrastructures & Platform capitalism

• Surveillance capitalism



Outline – Course 2

• Illusion of control and  Data vs. metadata

• Data flows are floods, not trickles
• Legal harvesting at scale

• Exposures & leaks

• Data & China

• Digital profiles

• So what?
• We are mined for time and attention

• We are gently nudged in thought and action

• We are replaced: automation

• Taking action
• Critical technology analysis

• Regulating tech, making tech & using tech



1. Illusion of control
We are transparent
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Illusion of control

• We feel that we are largely in 
control of our digital traces

• I know what data is collected 
about me

• I can restrict data flows if I 
want



Illusion of anonymity

• We feel that we are practically
anonymous

• Nobody cares specifically
about me

• I have nothing to hide

• It’s only metadata

• It’s only used for 
advertisement

• „a small price to pay”



Data 

You’re 
nice



Metadata

Latitude: 44.434577 
Longitude: 26.045211

+4072213456
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Michael Vincent 
Hayden is a 
retired United 
States Air Force 
four-star general 
and former 
Director of the 
National Security 
Agency and 
Director of the 
Central 
Intelligence 
Agency.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UdQiz0Vavmc



We find that telephone metadata is densely interconnected, can 
trivially be reidentified, enables automated location and relationship 

inferences, and can be used to determine highly sensitive traits.

“Stanford computer 
scientists show 
telephone metadata 
can reveal surprisingly 
sensitive personal 
information”, 2016



“Participant D placed calls to a hardware 
outlet, locksmiths, a hydroponics store, and a 
head shop in under 3 weeks”
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Invasion story 1

• Aim: To shock us into awareness

• Paul Dehaye requested his data from 
Amobee

• June 9 : “likely to suffer from overactive 
bladder”

• Prediction from The Weather Company 
on buying more drinks
• “The overactive bladder [category] targets 

a mix of weather conditions that cause 
symptoms of overactive bladder to flare up, 
enabling advertisers to message when OAB 
is most likely to be top-of-mind for 
sufferers” 

Financial Times 2019

https://www.ft.com/content/f1590694-fe68-11e8-aebf-99e208d3e521


Failing 
intuitions of 
disclosure and 
fair exchange

• We have a keen sense of privacy in 
interpersonal relations
• We know what to disclose and 

what to hide
• But: how do we deal with ‘friends’, 

versus friends?

• We assess costs and benefits
• Is it a balanced transaction for our 

data vs. what we receive?
• Strong asymmetry of power and 

knowledge
• Google, Amazon, Uber vs. a 

regular user



2. Data flows
Trickle or deluge?



A flow of privacy 
scandals

• Users’ data is harvested aggressively

• Apps collect it legally, under the 
shield of T&C

• Apps collect it in the shadows

• Involuntary disclosures

• Security breaches
• Huge unsecured datasets

• Attacks

• Data is traded & consolidated



Legal 
harvesting at 
scale





“For political movements revolving 
around a charismatic, illiberal leader, 
the shift to individualized apps that 
blur the line between government and 
private communication is the next step 
toward independence from both the 
“mainstream media” and the social-
media platforms that allowed them to 
create a fact-agnostic communication 
channel in the first place”





WSJ, 2019

https://www.wsj.com/articles/you-give-apps-sensitive-personal-information-then-they-tell-facebook-11550851636


WSJ, 2019

https://www.wsj.com/articles/you-give-apps-sensitive-personal-information-then-they-tell-facebook-11550851636








“It is clear that Uber is not 
just saving trip locations 
from completed rides, they 
are collecting geolocation 
data when the app is not 
being used for a ride and, 
more interestingly, is being 
used to monitor rides with 
competing services.”



Exposures & 
hacks
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Invasion story 2









https://www.informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/worlds-biggest-data-breaches-hacks/

https://www.informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/worlds-biggest-data-breaches-hacks/


How to factor in...

• Size: Big, Big Data

• Diversity (on-line & off-line)
• Cookies, card payments, health etc.

• Longitudinal tracking (all your life)

• Data vs. Metadata

• In the shadows

• Evolving legal surveillance

• Evolving borderline & abusive 
surveillance

• Accumulating data breaches



Bruce Schneier:
InternetPlus

• „Last year, when my refrigerator broke, the 
serviceman replaced the computer that controls it. I 
realized that I had been thinking about the 
refrigerator backwards: it’s not a refrigerator with a 
computer, it’s a computer that keeps food cold.”
(2015)



Bruce Schneier:
InternetPlus
• The Internet of toasters and refrigerators and 

thermostats and cars, that’s a big part of what I’m 
talking about, but it’s not just that. It’s also the 
Internet of Facebook and power plants and national 
security and elections and everything else. So I 
wanted one word to encompass everything. And 
oddly enough there isn’t one. And that might be part 
of the problem because we’re not conceptualizing 
this as one big complex system. (2018)





Data & China



Zoom

• Headquartered in the US

• The Zoom app appears to be 
developed by three companies in 
China, which all have the name 软视软
件 (“Ruanshi Software”).

• Two of the three companies are owned 
by Zoom, and one is owned by an 
entity called 美国云视频软件技术有
限公司 (“American Cloud Video 
Software Technology Co., Ltd.”)

• 700 employees in China

Marczak & Railton, April 2020

https://www.tianyancha.com/company/2350548813
https://www.tianyancha.com/company/2329843620
https://www.tianyancha.com/company/831873710
https://citizenlab.ca/2020/04/move-fast-roll-your-own-crypto-a-quick-look-at-the-confidentiality-of-zoom-meetings/


Grindr

• Chinese gaming company Beijing Kunlun Tech 
Co agreed to sell Grindr LLC, a popular gay 
dating app it acquired in 2016, for about 
$608.5 million

• The deal comes after the Committee on 
Foreign Investment in the United States 
(CFIUS) asked Kunlun to divest itself of Grindr

• the United States has been increasingly 
scrutinizing app developers over the safety of 
personal data they handle, especially if some 
of it involves U.S. military or intelligence 
personnel

Reuters, March 2020
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https://www.reuters.com/article/us-grindr-m-a-investors-exclusive/exclusive-grindrs-chinese-owner-nears-deal-to-sell-gay-dating-app-sources-idUSKBN20T0IR


TikTok (ByteDance)

• “Defining social media app of Gen Z”

• Censoring videos that mention the 
Uighurs, Tiananmen Square, Tibetan 
independence, or Falun Gong 
(Washington Post, The Guardian, sept. 
2019)

• Oracle&Walmart deal (ArsTehnica 2020)
• Oracle will hold a 12.5 % stake in TikTok

Global at its inception and will also serve as 
the cloud hosting provider

• Walmart will hold another 7.5% stake. 

• The remaining 80%: ByteDance

41Feroza Aziz and the Uighur viral video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EcqfCgCCLDk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EcqfCgCCLDk
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Facial recognition data

• Adam Harvey: project 
Megapixels

• Microsoft pulls off MS Celeb –
the largest facial recognition 
database (2019)
• Used by Chinese companies 

(SenseTime and Megvii)

• Duke MTMC (Duke University) 
and Brainwash (Stanford 
University) also taken offline
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https://megapixels.cc/datasets/
http://vision.cs.duke.edu/DukeMTMC/#data-set
https://purl.stanford.edu/sx925dc9385


Project 
Megapixels

• “several computer vision image 
datasets created by US 
companies and universities 
were unexpectedly also used 
for research by the National 
University of Defense 
Technology in China, along 
with top Chinese surveillance 
firms including SenseTime, 
SenseNets, CloudWalk, 
Hikvision, and Megvii/Face++ 
which have all been linked to 
oppressive surveillance in the 
Xinjiang region of China”

44Project Megapixels

https://megapixels.cc/research/munich_security_conference/


Project Megapixels

• Over 24 million non-cooperative, non-consensual photos in 30 
publicly available face recognition and face analysis datasets
• Over 15 million face images are from Internet search engines, over 5.8 million 

from Flickr.com, 
• over 2.5 million from the Internet Movie Database (IMDb.com)
• nearly 500,000 from CCTV footage
• Over 6,000 of the images were from US, British, Italian, and French embassies 

(mostly US embassies)

• All images were collected without any explicit consent ("in the wild“)

• Only about 25% of the citations are from the United States while the 
majority are from China

45Project Megapixels

https://megapixels.cc/research/munich_security_conference/
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June 29, 2020



3. Digital profiles
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Our digital profiles are reconstituted 
from our & others’ traces

digital profiles: fragmented & volatile
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Apps

• The ten apps were observed transmitting user data 
to at least 135 different third parties involved in 
advertising and/or behavioural profiling.

• The Android Advertising ID, which allows 
companies to track consumers across different 
services, was transferred to at least 70 different 
third parties

• Other shared data: IP address and GPS location of 
the user, personal attributes including gender and 
age, and various user, activities

50Norwegian Consumer Council 2020

https://fil.forbrukerradet.no/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/2020-01-14-out-of-control-final-version.pdf


51Norwegian Consumer Council 2020

https://fil.forbrukerradet.no/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/2020-01-14-out-of-control-final-version.pdf


Cars
• Cars not only know how much we 

weigh but also track how much weight 
we gain. They know how fast we drive, 
where we live, how many children we 
have — even financial information. 
Connect a phone to a car, and it 
knows who we call and who we text.

• But who owns and, ultimately, 
controls that data? And what are 
carmakers doing with it?

52Hanvey 2019, NY Times The Privacy Project

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/20/opinion/car-repair-data-privacy.html
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Our digital profiles | 1

• Accumulated traces in Big Datasets 
processed by ML

• Incomplete but inferred

• Consolidated / enriched data

• Anonymous but predictive

• Lookalike audiences

• Half individual, half collective
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Our digital profiles | 2

• “Quantcast knows a lot about you – even if you know nothing about 
Quantcast” (Privacy International - PI)

• Composed of:
• Thousands (?) of data points

• Long lists of events – ex. websites we visited

• Declared & inferred socio-demographic and geographic categories
• Gender, age, income, household structure, zip code

• Declared & inferred lifestyle labels

• Some true, some approximative, some false

• Basis for prediction & intervention

• Basis for decisions about us
55



Our digital zombie 
persona
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PI Lead Frederike
Kaltheuner

• “More than 600 apps had 
access to my iPhone data” 
(BBC interview)

• “Over the course of a single 
week, Quantcast has amassed 
over 5300 rows and more than 
46 columns worth of data 
including URLs, time stamps, IP 
addresses, cookies IDs, 
browser information and much 
more” (PI investigation)
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https://www.bbc.com/news/business-43697133
https://privacyinternational.org/long-read/2433/i-asked-online-tracking-company-all-my-data-and-heres-what-i-found


Invasion story 3

• “Uncannily specific”

• Predicted:  gender, age,  number 
of children and their ages, 
education level, and gross yearly 
household income

• Travel and leisure to Canada

• Frequent transactions in Bagel 
Restaurants

• City Prosperity:World-Class Wealth

• Alcohol at Home Heavy Spenders

• Baby Nappies & Wipes
• “wrong, very wrong”

(PI investigation)
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https://privacyinternational.org/long-read/2433/i-asked-online-tracking-company-all-my-data-and-heres-what-i-found


• “It is impossible for me to understand 
why I am classified and targeted the 
way I am; 

• It is impossible to reconstruct which 
data any of these segmentations are 
based on and - most worryingly –

• It is impossible for me to know 
whether this data can (and is) being 
used against me.”

(PI investigation)
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https://privacyinternational.org/long-read/2433/i-asked-online-tracking-company-all-my-data-and-heres-what-i-found


Source: CrackedLabs 2017

https://crackedlabs.org/en/corporate-surveillance


Source: CrackedLabs 2017

https://crackedlabs.org/en/corporate-surveillance


Source: CrackedLabs 2017

https://crackedlabs.org/en/corporate-surveillance


Source: CrackedLabs 2017

https://crackedlabs.org/en/corporate-surveillance


Case study: Quantcast

• Adtech giant

• Private company founded in 2006 in San Francisco

• Measures & predicts audiences based on digital tracking & AI

• Audience measurement for more than 100 mil. web destinations
• Consolidated with data brokers & credit agencies

• Nov. 2018: Privacy International filed a breach of privacy complaint 
with EU data protection authorities, for adtech user profiling practices
• Against: Quantcast, Acxiom, Oracle, Citreo, Tapad, Equifax, Experian
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“How does Quantcast statistical 
modelling work?

1. Start with reference data from 
registrations and surveys 

2. Examine characteristics of 
reference and measured users 
(which can include sites visited, apps 
used, app usage frequency, content 
categories, device type and many 
more) 

3. Infer attributes for each user 
based on similarity to reference 
users 

4. Validate inferences against 
reference data and external census 
data”

Quantcast, 2014

https://www.quantcast.com/white-papers/quantcast-methodology.pdf


So what?

• We are mined for time and 
attention

• We are gently nudged 

• Brute data vs. prediction 
products (Shoshanna Zuboff)

• Feedback loops: vicious circles

• We are replaced: automation
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6. Awareness & action
Critical tech evaluation

Using tech, making tech, regulating tech
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Critical tech news analysis

• Tech promises vs. solutionism
• What are the human and social challenges?

• How is expertise transformed?

• How is responsibility allocated?

• What are the business models involved?

• What are the ecological implications?

• Critical issues
• Consolidation of surveillance capitalism & 

new extraction economies

• Digital gaps & inequalities

• Quantification of everything

• Attention management
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Critical tech news analysis

• What tech is in focus?

• Overview of current and expected social impact
• Wikipedia & other encyclopedic entries

• Controversies

• What is included and what is excluded from the news?

• How does the news favors, marginalizes or ignores: 
• Various categories of people, countries, organizations affected by the tech?

• Impact on market freedom (competition, information asymmetries)

• Relevant policies and regulations?
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Take away – Course 2

• Illusion of control: Data vs. metadata

• Data flows are floods, not trickles
• Legal harvesting at scale
• Exposures & leaks
• Data & China

• Digital profiles

• So what?
• We are mined for time and attention
• We are gently nudged in thought and action
• We are replaced: automation

• Taking action
• Critical technology analysis
• Regulating tech, making tech & using tech



Further reading | 1
• Bruce Schneier, 2018, Internet Plus: Now Everything Can Be Hacked! 

• Bill Marczak and John Scott-Railton, April 2020, Move Fast and Roll Your Own Crypto. A Quick 
Look at the Confidentiality of Zoom Meetings. 

• Maria Abi-Habib, June 2020, India Bans Nearly 60 Chinese Apps, Including TikTok and WeChat

• Norwegian Consumer Council 2020. Out of control. How consumers are exploited by the online 
advertising industry.

• NYTimes – The Privacy Project

• Aliya Ram and Madhumita Murgia, Data brokers: regulators try to rein in the ‘privacy deathstars’, 
Financial Times, 2019

• Buolamwini, Joy. 2016. How I’m fighting bias in algorithms. TEDxBeaconStreet.

• Cardona, Melisande. 2016. Geo-blocking in Cross-border e-Commerce in the EU Digital Single 
Market. European Commision

• Infographic available here

• Cheney-Lippold, John. 2017. We Are Data: Algorithms and The Making of Our Digital Selves. NYU 
Press

• Couch, Christina. Ghosts in the machine
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https://www.schneier.com/news/archives/2018/09/internet_plus_now_ev.html
https://citizenlab.ca/2020/04/move-fast-roll-your-own-crypto-a-quick-look-at-the-confidentiality-of-zoom-meetings/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/29/world/asia/tik-tok-banned-india-china.html
https://fil.forbrukerradet.no/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/2020-01-14-out-of-control-final-version.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/opinion/internet-privacy-project.html
https://www.ft.com/content/f1590694-fe68-11e8-aebf-99e208d3e521
https://www.ted.com/talks/joy_buolamwini_how_i_m_fighting_bias_in_algorithms
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/sites/jrcsh/files/JRC101438.pdf
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/infographics/geo-blocking/
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/next/tech/ai-bias/


Further reading | 2

• Ekström, Andreas. 2015. The moral bias behind your search results. TEDxOslo

• Hammond, Kristian. 2016. 5 unexpected sources of bias in artificial intelligence. In 
TechCrunch.com

• Mancini, Pia. 2015. Future Scenarios for algorithmic accountability and 
governance

• O’Neil, Cathy. 2016. Weapons of math destruction. Crown.

• O’Neil, Cathy. 2017. The end of blind faith in big data must end. TED Talks

• ProPublica, 2016. Machine Bias

• Quantcast, 2014. Understanding digital audience measurement.

• Slavin, Kevin, 2011. How algorithms shape our world. TEDGlobal

• Spielkamp, Matthias. 2017. Inspecting Algorithms for Bias. 
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https://www.ted.com/talks/andreas_ekstrom_the_moral_bias_behind_your_search_results#t-546695
https://techcrunch.com/2016/12/10/5-unexpected-sources-of-bias-in-artificial-intelligence/
https://medium.com/@piamancini/future-scenarios-for-algorithmic-accountability-and-governance-17cd436d22a0
https://www.ted.com/talks/cathy_o_neil_the_era_of_blind_faith_in_big_data_must_end#t-84524
https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing
https://www.quantcast.com/white-papers/quantcast-methodology.pdf
https://www.ted.com/talks/kevin_slavin_how_algorithms_shape_our_world
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/607955/inspecting-algorithms-for-bias/


Further reading | 3

• Nicole Lindsay, 21 May 2019, Adtech Giant Quantcast Facing GDPR 
Investigation into Breach of Privacy

• Padraig Belton & Matthew Wall, Interview with Frederike
Karltheuner: 'More than 600 apps had access to my iPhone data’, BBC

• Frederike Karltheuner, Privacy International, “I asked an online 
tracking company for all of my data and here's what I found”

• Sara Watson, 2020, Data is the New “___”, dis magazine

• Sara Watson, 16 June 2014, Data Doppelgängers and the Uncanny 
Valley of Personalization, The Atlantic
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https://www.cpomagazine.com/data-privacy/adtech-giant-quantcast-facing-gdpr-investigation-into-breach-of-privacy/
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-43697133
https://privacyinternational.org/long-read/2433/i-asked-online-tracking-company-all-my-data-and-heres-what-i-found
http://dismagazine.com/discussion/73298/sara-m-watson-metaphors-of-big-data/
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/06/data-doppelgangers-and-the-uncanny-valley-of-personalization/372780/

